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Instrumentation loops and analyzer sample transport systems involve

complex combinations of designs, products and disciplines with little

incentive to work together. Miscommunications surrounding these loops are

a root cause of expensive change orders, wasted man-hours and materials,

and safety and reliability issues. O'Brien's International Services team

eliminates costly confusion and coordinates the project disciplines:

• Analytical

• Instrumentation

• Mechanical

There is and will continue to be a serious global manpower shortage.

Engaged early in a project, O'Brien provides a proven approach of integrated

solutions that improve process accuracy, reliability and safety.

• Design Optimization

• Applications engineering

• Global logistics

• Electrical

• Insulation

• Installation

• Factory installations

• Field services
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Engaging O'Brien's Services team early, at the (FEED) front end engineering and

design, provides the strongest opportunity to reduce overall instrument and analyzer

loop related project costs and expedite the project timeline. Ultimately, O'Brien helps

construct operating units that are more reliable, efficient and easier to maintain with

respect to the instrument, analyzer and control systems. Safety, accuracy and

simplification are the primary objectives.

Early in projects, decisions are made that affect the operation and integrity of the

field instrumentation. Decisions regarding process loops tend to fragment this among

multiple vendors, constructors and contracts. O'Brien is uniquely qualified to help

craft an integrated solution for the installed field instrumentation and analyzer loops

that includes responsibility of design, configured components and coordination of

control systems.  

SafetyReview

• The O'Brien Services team incorporates all current standards and best practices when
creating a comprehensive design solution.

• IEEE 515 failure analysis and relevant NFPA, CSA, ATEX and all international requirements

• Ergonomic considerations for installation and maintenance

• Hazardous area and plant specification reviews

VerificationofInstrumentLists

• Component and metallurgical compatibility review

• Comprehensive review of P&ID and instrument lists mitigate expensive change orders and
safety risks.

• Instrument orientations and point consolidations

• Eliminate expensive calls backs and change orders

Electric/SteamTracingLayout,ControlandLoadCalculations

• Comprehensive review of plant infrastructure tracing loads.

• Detailed design of control schemes for instrument and analyzer loop tracing systems.

• Communication protocol with distributive control system



Design Optimization

ScopeDefinition&
Review

MaterialandComponent

Compatibility

TemperatureControl
Strategy
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 The process controls market continues to move toward tighter controls, increased

demand on devices and a narrowing of performance parameters.  Understanding

the process details surrounding instrumentation and analytical loops and their

function in LNG, GTL, refining, offshore, power plants or whatever the application

has been O'Brien's expertise for 45 years.  In a world of diminishing and qualified

labor, when the need to test and design loops for a wide variety of applications

becomes critical - O'Brien is your best choice.

O'Brien's manufacturing-engineering team and our services partners utilize state of

the art technology to create and validate a multitude of loop designs, steam

distribution and heat tracing systems.  Our understanding of process interface and

collaboration with your engineering team has proven to produce the most accurate,

cost effective and safe systems. Thermal modeling, failure mode analysis and

environmental chamber techniques are used to predict and ensure optimum

performance.

There is no all-encompassing specification for freeze protection and temperature

maintenance of instrument and analyzer loops. We work closely with our customers

to design winterizing and temperature maintenance solutions based on ambient

conditions, process, equipment selection, maintenance, construction and safety

considerations.

Web-basedInteractive3DModeling

• Real-time collaboration between the installer, designer, engineer, operations, maintenance
and owner.

• Detailed solutions for critical applications for pre-insulated tubing and heated
instrument enclosure systems.

MaterialTake-Off,BillOfMaterial,InstallationDetails

• Comprehensive bill of materials, material take-offs and installation details become master
project documents.

• Configuration tools identify missing and extra components.

• Detailed 'picture' of the finished installations and bills of material saves confusion and
countless hours of field labor often associated with poor documentation.

Performance,SafetyandFailureModeValidation

• IEEE 515, ATEX, CSA, GOST, NFPA and other international standards

• Redundant controls in applications engineering with failure mode and finite element
analysis, thermal modeling and environmental chamber testing

Application Engineering
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Materials Management & Logistics

Procurement and materials management variability with analyzer and

instrumentation loops are a root cause of very expensive errors. These loops consist

of a complex array of components like instruments, manifolds, fittings, valves,

tubing, insulation, wire, conduit, sensors, seals, heater cable, enclosures, junction

boxes, process connections and other accessories. A traditional engineering,

procurement and field installation approach to analyzer and instrumentation loops

has proven to be inefficient and expensive due to: 

Change Orders      Excessive Contractor Mark-ups

Inaccurate Receiving and Inspection Schedule Delays

Over Ordering      Under Ordering

Qualified Labor Skills      Field Failures

Safety Incidents Translations

O'Brien's modular skid assemblies save clients hundreds of hours on new

construction projects. Specialized labor is in high demand and project schedules are

compressed. O'Brien's turnkey services provide a niche-critical component to clients

around the world. Designing and installing complete analyzer and inststrumentation

loops within in our ISO 9001:2000  facilities eliminates costly confusion and change

orders common with multiple field crafts.

Construction crafts need to accurately interpret engineering intent, drawings and

installation instructions from the suppliers - O'Brien's site teams provide this

guidance. We ensure that the installation is consist with design guidelines while

guiding our clients through ever present field variables.

MaterialsManagement

• Purchasing, receiving, inspection, tagging and web enabled project tracking allow for full
client visibility of detailed project timelines.

• Consolidation of purchase orders

• Protection from equipment theft or environmental damage

• Eliminate excess material purchases with O'Brien's project feed quick ship program.

Logistics

• Packaging, insurance options, duty management and delivery guarantees.

• Comprehensive web based project feed model and documentation control

DocumentManagement

ExportControl

Expediting

StagingandKitting

CoordinatedScheduling
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Construction projects are constrained by available man hours and skilled labor.

O'Brien provides everything from detailed installation drawings and instructions to

fully assembled skids ready for field ho  ok-up and commissioning. Supported by our

ISO 9001:2000 quality system and our 100,00 sq. ft / 30,000 sq. m  production facility

our experienced staff will prototype unique installations and photo document them

for on-line review and commenting. The goal is to deliver field ready solutions

without surprises or change orders. 

FactoryInstrumentInstallations-ModularSkidAssemblies

• Loop prototyping and field review provide site people with hands on assemblies for
review and comment.

• Conformance to global standards: FM, CSA, ATEX, GOST, CE

• Highly skilled and certified craftsman install, calibrate, pressure test and package heated
instrumentation enclosures, supports and pre-insulated tubing bundle systems in a 100,000
sq. ft / 30,000 sq. m facility.

• Significant cost savings and risk mitigation associated with field labor and change orders.

• Pre-fabricated loop assemblies, correctly labeled on schedule arrive at the site ready for
hook up and commissioning

• Digital photo library helps field personnel plan for process connections and maintenance

Factory Installation

GlobalStandards

InstallationandPrototyping

LeakTesting

DigitalLibrary
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Global labor shortages represent a significant expense risk when processing plants

are under construction.  The risks are many and can be related to safety, project

timeline, and system reliability.  O'Brien's services team are active partners with

logistics and construction site management.  

Feeding a new construction site with instrumentation and analytical skid assemblies

requires a 24 x 7 awareness of project schedule. Wherever the project is around the

world O'Brien's logistics team manages export packaging, insurance options,

delivery guarantees and a comprehensive web based tracking system

Installation/BestPracticesTraining

• Coordinated site training for all crafts - electrical, mechanical, instrumentation, analytical

• Safety reviews

• Documentation control to ensure uniformity of installations and maintenance records

O'BrienServicesProviders

• Global network of authorized and trained partners capable of installation, testing, 
calibration and maintenance.

Field Support 
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O'Brien Services is a global network of O'Brien authorized and trained

partners. These best in class partners provide services that complete the most

demanding instrumentation, analytical and mechanical designs and

installations.  Research, engineering, integration and installation services make

O'Brien the complete solution.  
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I n t e g r a t e d  S o l u t i o n s  I m p r o v i n g  P r o c e s s  A c c u r a c y

USA  •  BELGIUM  •  CHINA  •  SINGAPORE  •  RUSSIA 
sales.obrien@ametek.com  •  www.obcorp.com

ISO 9001:2000

Certificate No. 

CC1504-001122
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